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STEAM SUMMER FUN!

SUMMER CAMP

One Week Camps Start: June 13th, 20th, 27th & July 11th 
Morning or Afternoon Sessions: 9am - 12pm and 1pm-4pm

2022

SCIENCE

CLICK  ·  CALL  ·  or MAIL IN
cei.edu/wtce     ·     208.535.5345     ·     1600 S. 25TH E. Idaho Falls, ID 83404

To Register



Natural Disasters - $95
Mother Nature can be wild! In this camp, 
gain a solid understanding of earthquakes, 
floods, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, tornados, 
hurricanes, wild-fires, drought, and more. 
Create natural disaster experiments to help you 
understand the factors that contribute to them!  
Discover what you can do to be safe if a natural 
disaster is heading your way and build a kit to be 
prepared!  Find out what natural disasters can be 
found in Idaho! Natural Disasters will keep you 
busy all week!

Coding for Beginners - $95 
Be prepared to explore and learn how to program 
and code with Scratch. Create your own games 
and web apps to share with your family and 
friends! You will have fun all week playing and 
learning skills that will last a life time!  

Age 12 - 14
Coding Challenge - $95
June 13th-17th and June 27th- July 1st

If you loved the Coding Fundamentals Camp, this 
camp is just for you! Learn how to configure a 
Raspberry Pi and use it to solve problems and to 
create secret messages. Explore Cyber Security 
and create your own password generator. Learn 
how to encrypt a message. Use Python and 
Scratch to complete numerous activities during 
the week!  

Digital Media Influencer - $95
June 20th-24th and July 11th- 15th 
Develop skills in Videography, Photography, 
Animation, and much more in this class.  The 
possibilities are endless and can include creating 
PSAs, becoming a teenager video producer, and 
still and live photography.  The skills you will 
learn in this class are endless opportunities for 
your future. 

How to Build Electronics- New for 
June! - $45
In partnership with Curtiss Wright, this one day 
class provides an overview of the basic tools and 
components used for soldering, briefly explores 
the importance of soldering to the electronics 
industry, and covers basic procedures for 
soldering preparation, safety, and cleanup. Come 
learn how to put together real electronics and 
build your own project! Space will be limited!

Age 6-7
Potions and Motions - $95
Get ready to create potions and mechanical 
motions that seem like magic! Levers, pulleys, and 
catapults - oh wow! Dancing raisins, potions that 
bubble and change color - oh my! Empower an egg 
to float, and then bounce like rubber.  Make those 
dull pennies shine and stir up a bubble solution 
like no other.  Arrive at this camp and you will 
leave like a magical champ!

Become a Rocket Scientist! - $95
Construct a Rocket Balloon to ZOOM!  Practice 
hitting targets just like an astronaut flying to the 
moon or the International Space Station.  Use a 
chemical reaction to power a rocket! Make your 
own space-style food, and eat it from the pouch! 
Construct a water-powered bottle rocket and 
more!  This Rocket Science Camp will keep you 
thinking, creating, and moving all day!

Lego® Science: Learning at - $95
Learn science concepts in an interactive way with 
Legos!  Get ready to design towers, mazes, and 
monsters!  Participate in an Egg Drop Challenge, 
build a bridge, catapult, 3-D mosaics and a 
volcano!   Kids in this camp will be engineers, 
problem solvers, designers, and their creativity 
and confidence will grow!

Age 8-9
Exciting, Enjoyable, and 
Edible Experiments - $95
Come to this camp and discover how many 
experiments are out there that you can eat! 
Monster Marshmallows will explain how 
molecules zip around faster and faster when they 
are hot!  Make Sugar Crystal Lollipops and see 
molecules at work again!  You will even create 
something with frozen molecules!  With Geology, 
discover three types of rocks, and then eat them, 
too!  Plants, yep, you guessed it, more edible 
experiments! Science at its hungriest!

Our Neighbor 
Yellowstone National Park! - $95
Be a Park Ranger and discover the science that 
is found in Yellowstone National Park! Dive in to 
experiments to learn about geysers, paint pots, 
and hot springs.  Learn about the Yellowstone 
Caldera and then make your own.  Predict when 
Old Faithful will erupt next!  Assemble a soda 
geyser that you can take home and re-create!  
And, we’ll end the week with the explosion of a 
volcano!  The science of Yellowstone National 
Park creates a plethora of hands-on activities and 
experiments for you!

Ozobots EVOlution - $95
Do you like technology and brand new robots?  
This is the class for you!  Children will investigate, 
make models with movement, and design 
solutions.  They will understand the basics of 
robotics including creating and programming.  
The new Ozobot EVO let students play, create, and 
share all while learning to code.  They even like to 
bowl!   Creative sparks will fly in this class!

Age 10-12: 
How Things Work - $95
Find out how a 3-D Printer works and print your 
own 3-D object!  Make and grow your own flora 
friend!  Discover how recycled materials can 
become innovative buildings. Figure out what 
bridges and marshmallows have in common!  
Engineer a strong structure and even some life 
hacks that could change your life!  What you learn 
in this class will last a life time!

The Power of Flight - $95
Become an expert in everything avian including 
the science behind feathers and how birds fly. 
Discover birds that live near you, their habitats, 
and build a bird feeder to put in your yard.  We’ll 
even teach you how to make your own bird 
food.  Discover the “Why?’ behind bird’s beaks 
and strong bones.  Dissect owl pellets!  Explore 
camouflage, migration, and even conservation.

Junior Chef Idaho Falls - $115 
It’s back and better than ever! This is a cooking 
camp for youngsters who want learn everything 
from spices to grilling! You'll learn how to safely 
use knives for preparing gourmet dishes and 
make pasta and noodles from scratch! Are you 
ready for the World Premiere of Junior Chef? At 
the end of camp, show off your new skills in a 
cooking competition. Become the Head Chef of 
your household! 

International Cuisine - $115
A camp with International flair! Kids will learn 
to cook dishes popular around the world.  
Explore different cooking techniques, unique 
ingredients, and expand your food palate. 
This is a great camp for kids who are already 
comfortable in the kitchen. 

SUMMER SCIENCE CAMPS 2022: STEAM SUMMER FUN FOR AGES 6-14
Morning or Afternoon: 9am - 12pm or 1pm - 4pm    June 13 - 17    June 20 - 24    June 27 - July 1    July 11 - 15

No supervision provided between AM and PM camps.
Limited number of need based scholarships available. Limit one camp per child. Call for more details.
Photos of your child’s participation could be taken & used in college publications like this one unless you state your objection
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Important Notes:

SUMMER SCIENCE CAMPS SPONSORED BY:

Age 10-14: Check Website 
for dates and times

Register Online


